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FOREWORD
The year 2020 posed some major challenges to individuals, to society as a

took over the position of Country Representative in October. Achamyelesh

whole, and to the organisations operating in it. This, of course, also affected

Shalemo is PROJECT-E’s new Project Manager. We are looking forward to an

PROJECT-E and the PROJECT-E Hospitality Institute (PEHI). As most coun-

exciting cooperation with them.

tries worldwide, Ethiopia also implemented strict regulations on its citizens
Written by Josefin
Weindorf

and organisations. Consequently, COVID-19 has significantly changed the

We were pleased to receive a lot of interest and applications for Team Inter-

daily training routine at the PEHI.

national, several of which were accepted into the team this year. This willingness to support PROJECT-E and the empowerment of young women through

After the institute had to close in March and the associated internships in the

education is a positive aspect and a big source of motivation for the team.

hotels had to be discontinued, all students returned home to their families.
The lessons were subsequently resumed remotely through the distribution

2020 was, in every respect, an exciting but also challenging year, in which we

of various teaching materials. Assignments were distributed through social

were able to welcome many new faces. We appreciate your help and support

media or picked up at the institute by the students. However, due to the un-

enormously, and would like to take this opportunity to thank you once again.

certain situation, no new batches of students could be recruited. In December,

We are now looking forward to the new year and are excited about continuing

the institute was able to reopen after the team in Addis Ababa had worked

this project together.

intensively on hygiene measures to ensure the safety of the students and the
entire team.

The team hopes that you are having an enjoyable read and wishes you good
health and all the best for the coming year.

The year 2020 also brought personnel changes in Team Ethiopia. We welcomed a new Country Representative and a new Project Manager: Marianne

Your PROJECT-E Management Board

Siede, previously part of the fundraising department of Team International,
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Activities in Ethiopia
STAFF DEVELOPMENTS
2020 has been a year of changes and fresh air, not only within Team International but also in Team Ethiopia. Until the end of January, Lorenza Arnaboldi
acted as Country Representative (CR) at the PROJECT-E Hospitality Institute
(PEHI). Sena Kinati, who had been on maternity leave, returned to the PEHI
for two months before Aida Batha, the former Project Manager (PM), temporarily filled the position of CR. She guaranteed the transition until Marianne
Siede, a well-established member of Team International, joined Team Ethiopia
as the CR in October.

Written by
Josefin Weindorf,
Stella Sak and
Hanna Rössner

Furthermore, we hired Achamyelesh Shalemo for the position of PM in May.
We are convinced that both Marianne and Achamyelesh, with their experience in educational projects and the field of women empowerment, will contribute to guarantee even more significant accomplishments in the coming
year. We especially want to thank Aida Batha, Lorenza Arnaboldi, and Sena
Kinati for their efforts in furthering the project!
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ACTIVITIES IN ETHIOPIA

UPDATE ON HOTEL OPERATION LEVEL 3
Last year, PROJECT-E successfully registered for the implementation of Hotel
Operation Level 3, which means that we are now allowed to train students not
just in the first two levels, but in the third too. However, we need to fulfil some
formal requirements in order to be officially registered, such as having a disabled-accessible building. Furthermore, for the Level 3 training to pay off, we
would need more students to qualify for the training formally. Unfortunately,
due to the COVID-19 pandemic compromising most organisations’ plans, it
was impossible to fulfil those requirements in 2020. The implementation of
Level 3 is still one of our objectives, and we hope to get closer to achieving it in
the coming year.
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PEHI: OPERATIONS IN TIMES OF COVID-19

Interviews conducted
by Kaleab Gebeyehu;
edited by Lorenzo
Gubbini

Due to pandemic related government restrictions and directives, all Ethiopian
schools and colleges had to shut down from March 16th to November 2020.
Around 26 million public school students were unable to receive a full-time
education during this time.
At the PEHI, the staff worked tirelessly to manage the situation, to ensure that
students continued their studies remotely, and to prepare the institute for its
re-opening.
To give you a better insight into the actions, processes and challenges that
were part of the daily life of the PEHI staff during these times, PROJECT-E
volunteer Kaleab Gebeyehu interviewed the institute’s academic coordinator
on the subject. You may find the interview below:
What is your name, age, and position held within the institute?
My name is Bekalu Azene, I’m 33 years old. I live in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, and
I have been working at PROJECT-E as an academic coordinator since December
2018.

ACADEMIC COORDINATOR. PHOTO BY BEKALU AZENE
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PEHI: OPERATIONS IN TIMES OF COVID-19

What was it like working at the PEHI during the coronavirus outbreak in Ethi-

submit their assignments and open book exams on time. We also used the time for

opia? And how did you manage the situation?

the preparation of teacher guides, operation sheets and revision of Teacher Training

Our project works on empowering the women of our institute by providing them

Learning Modules (TTLMs) as an academic coordination office.

with technical and vocational training for the hospitality industry. This allows our
students to be linked to different hotels for employment, and to generate their own

What has been the hardest part about transitioning from face-to-face classes

income after graduation. By nature, the training needs to be composed of face-to-

to remote learning?

face practical sessions in order to equip the students with the required knowledge,

We faced many major challenges during this transition, the first being that we had

skills and attitudes. However, due to the outbreak of COVID-19 at the beginning of

to break our main curriculum rule, which states that training should be 70% practi-

March, all schools were closed by government directives. We were no longer able to

cal and 30% theory. Shifting to remote learning meant that we could not follow this

train our trainees face-to-face, so we shifted to distance learning.

rule anymore, because we could not carry out our practical sessions in the labs.

In what way have you been directing the training of the students during the

The other problem was that, since the pandemic heavily affected the hospitality

coronavirus pandemic?

industry and forced businesses to shut down, we were no longer able to carry out

We tried to manage the training by printing out and distributing information sheets

Hotel Operation Level 2 cooperative trainings.

to our students; providing them with videos, pictures and dialogues for practical
sessions; by giving them take-home assignments to assess their level of understand-

Moreover, we were unable to use social media and other technological tools to aid

ing and by recording their results up to August 2020. We also arranged a video

us in our shift to remote learning, because some students have no smartphone and

screening session for trainees who have no smartphone and were not able to watch

are not technologically literate. Last but not least, there was the risk of spreading

the given teaching videos. All these measures allowed us to deliver about 30 com-

COVID-19 when trainers travelled long distances and used public transport to meet

petency units for Hotel Operation Level 1 and 2 and housekeeping short term train-

their trainees for assignment collection and delivery.

ees. However, the latter were not up to date with the system and were not able to
PAGE 7
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To create a risk-free
training environment,
we established a
COVID-19 prevention
committee

PEHI: OPERATIONS IN TIMES OF COVID-19

What do you think has been the biggest challenge to PROJECT-E during this

Health Organization and the Ethiopian Ministry of Health websites, we tried to in-

time? Why?

form our students about the COVID-19 pandemic and its symptoms. The staff and

Due to the Ministry of Health and Federal Technical and Vocational Education

teachers updated each other through informal discussion and through the above

Training (TVET) agency directives and COVID-19 prevention protocols, there were

websites. I have no information about the parents. We also prepared all COVID-19

many activities which we could not carry out. We could not accept new beneficiar-

protective measures that will be helpful for the reopening of the institute and for

ies for both levels and short-term trainings, as we do not have enough space for

creating a risk-free training environment. To do so, we established a COVID-19 pre-

accommodating them while respecting social distancing norms. We were unable to

vention committee. We purchased sanitisers, masks and first aid kits and placed

conduct educational visits to different companies and places. We were unable to

them in appropriate locations. Each trainee now has two masks and is expected to

start the Level 1 and housekeeping short term trainings due to a shortage of class

wear them while attending classes. We are also planning to use the courtyard as an

rooms and dormitories. Finally, the budget is still one of our biggest challenges, be-

outdoor cafeteria to ensure that social distancing measures are respected.

cause our costs are now double what was forecasted before COVID-19.
What happens if a teacher or student gets infected after the institute reoHow will parents, students and staff be informed about symptoms? Will health

pens? What strategies are in place to support remote learning, and to make

checks (such as taking people’s temperature) be carried out on students, staff

sure students don’t fall behind in their schoolwork?

and teachers every day? Will the institute consider using alternate class rooms

We prepared an isolation room and created a link with the health center to manage

and lunchroom spaces to limit the number of shared surfaces? And when and

its spread. Once we have checked that the trainee is able to conduct her training

how will wearing facemasks be required, and how will the institute support

remotely, we will send information sheets, teaching videos and open book assign-

the use of facemasks once it reopens?

ments either by e-mail, Telegram, or through her relatives. Regarding trainers, if one

When the first case of COVID-19 was identified in Ethiopia and the government

gets infected, we will have substitutes ready to take their place.

decided to close schools, and after having collected the information from the World
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PEHI: OPERATIONS IN TIMES OF COVID-19

What have you learnt from this experience?

Prior to the PEHI’s re-opening, a student was also interviewed to get an in-

We all learnt many things while adapting to the COVID-19 crisis. Trainers had to

sight on her perspective on quarantine and remote learning. Much like the

prepare their own videos for each remote learning session, and we developed a plat-

experience of most students at the PEHI and around the world, Fevin Berihun

form for giving online classes and reading materials. Students were provided with

(20 years old, Level 1 student) recounts her times spent helping her family

smartphones that they could use Telegram, Skype and Zoom to facilitate distance

with chores, walking, and reading a lot more than she used to. She confirms

learning. We also learnt how to set up PEHI classrooms and indoor spaces in a man-

the effectiveness of the measures introduced by the PEHI’s staff to prevent

ner which complies with social distancing measures and norms.

the spread of COVID-19 and allow for remote learning; but highlights how

Overall, we did a great job!

challenging it was to live without her friends and access to daily, face-to-face
education. As Fevin put it, “I missed learning, class presentations and tests. I
miss all my classmates and teachers, and I really miss my friend Betelem!” In
conclusion, the re-opening was enabled by the hard-working staff at the PEHI
and was met with a lot of joy and motivation from both students and staff.

FEVIN BERIHUN, LEVEL 1 STUDENT
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IMAGES FROM THE PAST YEAR
AND FROM THE ARCHIVE
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Activities in Team International
FIRST STRATEGY WEEKEND VARESE 2020
Our first Strategy Weekend in 2020 took place in Varese in the north of Italy
again. As we enjoyed our first stay so much and Lorenza and her family kindly invited us again, we came back excitedly. This time, we were a much smaller
group, which enabled us to work more efficiently and gave us the opportunity to
Written by Anne
Stellberger

discuss some of the important “future” issues on an in-depth level.
We arrived on Friday, January 17, and went out to have the “best pizza in town”,
as it is tradition to start the weekend nutritiously. As always, this first dinner
was a great opportunity to reconnect with members we already knew and get to
know those we haven’t met before.
On Saturday morning we started as usual, with a quick warm-up and the department updates which gave everyone an overview about the work, accomplishments but also difficulties of each department during the last half year.
Luckily, we also had Aida with us, the project manager at the PEHI, who flew in
from Addis Ababa with Lorenza, to give us a detailed update on the situation on
the ground. The presentations led to discussions about some pressing issues,
like the Income Generating Activity (IGA) project of PE, the details of moving
into a new institute and the application and implementation of the Level 3 training programme. Since we were such a small group, department time was cut

STRATEGY TEAM IN VARESE
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FIRST STRATEGY WEEKEND VARESE 2020

short a little bit. After intense conversations we had a refreshing and very filling
lunch: incredibly delicious pasta made by Lorenza’s dad. Thank you again!
In the afternoon we took group pictures and then went into more detail on
some discussions we had already started in the morning. After a coffee break,
the Fundraising department worked together with the Management Board on
donor profiles, while Public Relations updated some general information about
the project.
Dinner was made by Aida, who brought Injera and spices from Addis to prepare
Ethiopian dishes like Shiro. It was extremely delicious and a great end of the day.
Afterwards, we had time to catch up personally and connect over some Italian
wine and snacks.
On Sunday morning it was time to hold our bi-annual elections. After that, we
had some time to reflect on the weekend, which had left us extremely motivated
to implement and address the issues and goals we had discussed.

DINNER BY AIDA
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FIRST REMOTE STRATEGY WEEKEND 2020
PROJECT-E’s Team International usually comes together twice a year for a
Strategy Weekend, whereby volunteers travel to a chosen location and meet
up to get to know each other, establish a sense of community, discuss areas
that need improvement and propose solutions. This year, due to COVID-19
Written by Lorenzo
Gubbini

and travel restrictions, members of all Team International departments (Fundraising, Finance, Public Relations, Talent Management and the Management
Board) joined a three day Zoom session for PROJECT-E’s first ever remote
Strategy Weekend. Hence, on the 21st of August, 24 highly motivated individuals from different backgrounds, countries, cultures and time zones opened
their laptops, logged into Zoom and took part in this unique event, so to meet
their colleagues (some for the first time) and engage in constructive debates,
workshops and discussions.
Carrying out such a feat online didn’t come without difficulties: compiling a
timetable that would fit all participants’ needs and take into account the different time zones was challenging to say the least; staying online for sessions
that lasted up to ten hours tested people’s resilience, and some volunteers had
to struggle with questionable WI-FI connections to make sure they could participate for the whole event. However, thanks to the organiser’s efforts (namely Stella Sak, Josefine Weindorf, and Hanna Rossner from the Management
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Our first online
Strategy Weekend
was a success: despite
the challenge posed
by travel restrictions,
an online community was formed, and its
motivated, creative
and talented members
still managed to work
through the obstacles
posed by the global
pandemic.

FIRST REMOTE STRATEGY WEEKEND AUGUST 2020

Board) the meeting remained as fun, engaging and productive as it possibly

ture, geography, politics and socio-economic standing, to provide members

could, given the unusual circumstances.

with some context on the country we are working with.

Socializing activities were instrumental in keeping people engaged: while

Perhaps the most interesting part of the day was when participants were

some considered them the highlight of the weekend, they also proved essen-

divided into smaller groups for three different workshops: one on Critical

tial for team building. On Friday evening, everybody cooked the same Ethi-

Whiteness, where discussion focused on the different dimensions of racism,

opian recipe for dinner (each from their own kitchens, but all connected via

the ‘white saviour complex’, and served as a reminder to check oneself and

Zoom), before moving on to playing fun games such as “2 truths and a lie”,

work towards the goal of not perpetuating this mentality as an institution; one

which ended up being a favourite. On Saturday, quizzes and races provided

on inter-departmental communication, and how to better coordinate work

much needed energisers in between workshops, presentations and discus-

between departments; and one on how Team International could best collabo-

sions; and a choreographed traditional Ethiopian dance provided volunteers

rate with the PEHI in Addis Ababa.

with the chance to do some much needed movement.
Sunday started with a refreshing morning group-yoga session, followed by
Saturday was the most productive day. Most volunteers contributed to the

the election of Department Heads and the Management Board: Annika Rei-

Department updates, where the Department Heads of the different teams

mann was confirmed and Shannon Tracy newly elected as Department Heads

gave a brief overview on their department’s work, objectives and issues faced,

of Talent Management; Anne Stellberger and Hanna Rossner remain DHs of

relating to topics such as funding, media relations, external communications

Public Relations; Karoline Huneke joined Florian as DH in the Fundraising de-

and so on. Volunteers were briefed on the situation in Ethiopia, and on how

partment; Carina Herbers was joined by Melanie Weiser as newly elected DH

the Hospitality Institute is adapting and finding ways to carry on despite the

of Finance; Josefine Weindorf and Stella Sak continue on the Management

challenges posed by COVID-19 and civil unrest in the country. Bekhit Wolde

Board with Hanna Rossner as support in Junior Management.

and Eden Tadesse carried out an instructive presentation on Ethiopia’s culPAGE 14
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FIRST REMOTE STRATEGY WEEKEND AUGUST 2020

Given the circumstances, our first online Strategy Weekend was a success:
despite the challenge posed by travel restrictions, an online community was
formed, and its motivated, creative and talented members still managed to
work through the obstacles posed by the global pandemic. Volunteers brainstormed ways to make PROJECT-E more effective, structured and impactful,
and it was refreshing to see all members work together and apply themselves
to find ways to achieve our common goal of women empowerment.
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COOPERATION WITH THE AUSTRIAN DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
We are very pleased about the ongoing support from the Austrian Development

As the funding contract expires this year, the fundraising team is already work-

Agency (ADA). ADA mainly finances projects in Africa in the fields of education,

ing on a new funding application for 2021-2022. The same amount of funding

economy and gender equality. Since 2016, ADA has been financing 50% of the

will be applied for as in previous years.

project costs of the PROJECT-E Hospitality Institute every year, making it both
Written by Stella SAK

a long-standing partner and the main sponsor of PROJECT-E.

In addition, the final report for the 2019-2020 funding period will be completed
and submitted to ADA at the beginning of 2021.

The funding is always limited to two years. After our renewed application for
funding for 2019 and 2020 was approved, the Interim Report was due to be

We would like to thank the Austrian Development Agency for its longstanding

submitted at the beginning of the year. Part of this interim report is an extensive

and generous support, and for the pleasant cooperation.

evaluation of the projects’ progress, as well as a detailed cost and audit report.
In addition, this year ADA requested a report on the impact of, and measures
taken to address the COVID-19 pandemic. ADA also offered its support in implementing the hygiene measures.
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FUNDRAISING DESPITE COVID-19
Since 2008, we have been using Betterplace for various crowdfunding and
donation opportunities. This year we used the platform to raise funding for
several small projects, such as a camera or school uniforms for the students.
At the end of this year we added another platform called Copalana, where we
Written by Miriam
Ehrlinspiel

started our first campaign over the Christmas period to collect money to purchase additional IT devices.
In 2020, we have raised a total of 800€ so far. Since the pandemic affected
many areas of PROJECT-E, including fundraising, we received only small donations on the platform until August.
However, this challenge did not discourage us! Instead, on October 3rd we
launched an online fundraising event to celebrate the 5th anniversary of our
Hospitality Institute in Addis Abeba. Over the course of 3 weeks, we collected 555 euros which met our original goal. We used this money to implement a
hygiene strategy in the institute once it was re-opened.
The crowdfunding campaign was part of a bigger project initiated by our Public Relations team. With blogs, articles and content on various social media
platforms, we celebrated five years of the PEHI with our online community,
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FUNDRAISING DESPITE COVID-19

and at the same time were able to bring the mission and aim of the campaign
to as many people as possible.
In November, Miriam Ehrlinspiel attended a two-week online workshop hosted by OpenTransfer Akademie and Betterplace Academy, to learn more about
online fundraising opportunities and strategies. We implemented what she
learned as part of our Christmas event in December, and look forward to applying this knowledge to our crowdfunding efforts in 2021.
Despite COVID-19 we were able to collect funds for PROJECT-E, and were
fortunate enough to be able to hold our annual presentation at the protestant
church in the Canton of Nidwalden, although with a smaller group than usual.
We are grateful for the support provided by the church over the years, and for
the publishing of an anniversary article about PROJECT-E in the church newsletter.
While we were confronted with many challenges due to the pandemic this
year, we are very motivated for 2021 and look forward to launching several
online fundraising events.
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PRO-BONO COOPERATION WITH
SALESFORCE AND ALLIANZ CONSULTING
Effective internal management is key for successful fundraising activities. This
year, PROJECT-E has been honoured to get valuable pro-bono support from
Salesforce and Allianz Consulting with the goal of improving internal processes to harness our full potential.
In August 2020, PROJECT-E’s Fundraising team started a collaboration with
the software company Salesforce, which provides customer relationship management (CRM) services to companies. The Salesforce products give the opWritten by Claudia
Westhaus & Karoline
Huneke

portunity to manage programmes, donations and stakeholders effectively by
providing one single platform. Upon successful application, their Power of Us
programme grants Non-Profit organisations access to Salesforce products and
services free of charge. Salesforce’s employees can dedicate a certain percentage of their working hours to work with the NGO on setting up/adjusting the
Salesforce environment to their needs, and to offer guidance at every step of
the way. PROJECT-E considers itself very lucky to have been selected to use
the Power of Us programme to improve its donation management.
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The goal is to
improve our strategy
and increase our
success rate.

PROJECT-E’S COOPERATION WITH SALESFORCE AND ALLIANZ CONSULTING

Our Project Team – consisting of the three lovely Salesforce employees Ele-

the way for a great learning opportunity for our Team International.

na Fahrlaender, Samuel Chevalier, Loic Duperray; and PROJECT-E volunteers

As part of Allianz’s corporate responsibility strategy, a small team of consult-

Florian Gaede (FR), Stella Sak (FR), Claudia Westhaus (FR) – is currently work-

ants dedicates a total of 18 working days pro bono to our fundraising depart-

ing on setting up the platform with all the features needed for us to manage

ment. Based on an external review of our fundraising approach, the goal is to

our Private Donors, Foundations and Service Clubs effectively, and to have all

improve our strategy and increase our success rate.

relevant information available at a glance.
During the second half of the year, we held a virtual kick-off meeting where
We are confident that using Salesforce for donor and stakeholder manage-

the results of the review were presented. So far, we have been able to identify

ment – instead of various Excel files – will enable us to know where we stand

areas of improvement to make our work more resource-efficient. Moreover,

with every person or institution, and thus to carry out more targeted fund-

we developed different fundraising approaches for different kinds of donors.

raising activities. Navigating one’s way around the Salesforce platform and its

The implementation and adaption of the results are currently in progress. In

countless features for donor management is not an easy task, but Elena, Sam

the first stages of implementation, the Allianz Consulting team will contin-

and Loic are doing a great job in walking us through the whole process, and are

ue to be available to us. We are sure that we will continue to benefit greatly

always available to help.

from their valuable advice on how to create a more coherent and well-planned
fundraising strategy – and we are excited and grateful for this unique opportu-

We are now at the stage of ‘populating’ the platform with all private donor,

nity!

foundation and service club data and expect to start fully using it very soon.
Additionally, PROJECT-E is collaborating with Allianz Consulting, the global
in-house consultancy of the Allianz Group. It is one of the leading integrated
financial services providers worldwide. Our former Talent Management volunteer Tameem, an employee at Allianz himself, arranged the contact and paved
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DEVELOPMENTS IN TEAM INTERNATIONAL
2020 is undeniably a year that will be remembered as a turning point in history, when unpredictability entered into almost every aspect of our lives, and
fundamental changes were put in motion. The team of PROJECT-E, consisting
of voluntary students and young professionals, has always been very dynamic
in nature, but this year brought a lot of exciting developments.
It started off in April with an extensive change in renaming Team Europe to
PROJECT-E Team International by a vote of all members. Changing our name
Written by Annika
Reimann and
Shannon Tracy

had been under discussion for a long time, since we wanted to open up to a
wider interest group and break away from geographical boundaries, as well as
shedding underlying colonial connotations.
With the expansion of Team International and the strategic efforts of the
Talent Management Department, we are happy that the team has grown
substantively this year, and that so many people have shown interest in supporting PROJECT-E´s mission. Unfortunately, since the beginning of 2020, 11
members have left, but we also received applications and onboarded 26 new
members to our team. Right now, Team International consists of 39 members,
which is the largest number since PROJECT-E was founded. Moreover, the
team members are distributed throughout the world, from Europe to Japan,
the US, and in our country of operation, Ethiopia.
PAGE 21
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The organisation
benefits from new
management bringing
with them new perspectives and numerous fresh ideas

DEVELOPMENTS IN TEAM INTERNATIONAL

Everyone in the team contributes to the success of PROJECT-E and helps

together with our long-time Head of Department Carina Herbers. Annika Rei-

shape the organisation. We would especially like to acknowledge members

mann supported the Talent Management Department jointly with Christina at

who have taken on particular responsibility for the continuity and develop-

beginning of the year, and subsequently took over as head together with our

ment of PROJECT-E. In the first half of 2020, we had to say goodbye to our

new colleague, Shannon Tracy.

long-time chairman Moritz Kolbe, as well as to our chairwoman and interim
Country Representative Lorenza Arnaboldi, both of whom have left a con-

With the considerable increase in new members, all departments reached

siderable mark on the organisation. Christina Malcomb (formerly Penker)

their admission limit. In order to continue structured and personal volunteer

stepped down from the Management Board due to her pregnancy, but contin-

management for all members, a new volunteer programme was introduced

ued her engagement as head of the Talent Management department. Josefine

by the Talent Management Department, coordinated by Annika. The new ex-

Weindorf took over the position of chairwoman from her previous position in

citing project-based volunteership programme is operating on a needs-based

the Junior Management Board (JMB), followed by Stella Sak who took on the

and talent-focused basis for PROJECT-E, and therefore gives the possibility to

post of second chairwoman at the beginning of the year. Hanna Rössner, who

not only strengthen cross-team collaboration, but also to implement new ide-

was head of the Public Relations (PR) department until October, worked in

as and further exploit the organisation’s potential. So far four volunteers have

parallel for the JMB from April onwards.

been onboarded and are working as independent consultants on specific and
diverse assignments. For example, consultants are remotely supporting Team

With Stella Sak joining the Management Board, Florian Gaede took over as

Ethiopia with the teaching curricula, and with students’ affairs by working on

Head of the Fundraising Department, with support from Karoline Huneke in

sustainable menstrual hygiene management. They also support by providing

the second half of 2020. And with the transition of Hanna Rössner from PR to

research on the hospitality sector, and by giving legal guidance.

JMB, Anne Stellberger filled her position with assistance from Eden Tadesse,
starting from October. Melanie Weiser started her engagement as Co-Head
of the Finance Department after the second Strategy Weekend, working
PAGE 22
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DEVELOPMENTS IN TEAM INTERNATIONAL

PROJECT-E is deeply committed to the well-being and satisfaction of all its
members, so Team International has implemented major innovations to help
unlock each volunteer’s potential and strengths. All departments have committed to mainstream a regular feedback culture to ensure that all voices are
heard, and personal and professional growth are fostered. For this purpose,
the Talent Management Department has worked on multiple team manuals,
and is currently building up an In-House Academy to provide training opportunities to all members. It has also created a Corporate Volunteering programme
which allows us to tap into and benefit from expertise and mentorship opportunities. The team is already cooperating with several well-known educational
institutions and agencies.
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Aims and Goals for 2021
It has always been easy for us to present our aims as we usually know what to
expect, and the embedded milestones we want to achieve. This year however,
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we want to emphasise that we cannot guarantee any success with what we are planning to achieve. The situation is still
very uncertain and we cannot predict how the current pandemic will influence
and challenge the future of the institute. It is our hope that even though the
pandemic may be far from over, we will be able to return to a relatively normal
operation of the project and institute.

1. INCREASE CROSS-DEPARTMENTAL
COOPERATION
Written by
Josefin Weindorf,
Stella Sak and
Hanna Rössner

Team International consists of four different departments: Talent Management, Fundraising, Finance and Public Relations. Furthermore, the Management Board supervises and guides the departments while ensuring a close
relationship with the managing team in Addis Ababa. During the first half of
the year, one of our main objectives was to improve cross-departmental communication and cooperation in order to achieve more efficient processes and
collaboration between the respective departments. It will allow us to grow
together as a team, especially since we are working remotely. This is vital to
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AIMS AND GOALS FOR 2021

the volunteer experience of each individual as well as for the success of the

this objective. However, we were fortunate enough to extend the rental con-

project. In a workshop carried out during the second Strategy Weekend in Au-

tract until the end of May 2021. We are currently researching different op-

gust, some of the team members worked on strategies to increase cross-de-

tions for obtaining land in Ethiopia, and will continue to look for opportunities

partmental cooperation. We hope to implement some of the strategies in the

and the necessary funds in 2021.

coming year, in order to grow together as a team. One of the ideas the team
came up with is to frequently organise an international “X-Change” call, where
different subjects can be presented and discussed by any of the departments

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF HOTEL OPERATION 3

or individual volunteers. Our first call was about understanding and managing

To complement what has already been shared in the chapter of Activities in

cultural differences. Another improvement was to adapt the bi-weekly depart-

Ethiopia, we are hoping to both realise the changes that need to be imple-

ment updates by focusing on information that could be relevant for other de-

mented to successfully offer Hotel Operation Level 3, and to have a sufficient

partments. The next step will be to focus on specific processes to have a better

number of students qualify for the course. One of the changes that needs to

overview of how certain tasks are performed within PROJECT-E.

be made is an accessible institute, which we hope to be able to provide once
we have obtained a new building for the PEHI.

2. NEW BUILDING
The PROJECT-E Hospitality Institute is currently renting a building. We were
initially planning to look out for new options, as the rent is relatively expensive and we would prefer to either buy land and build on it, or buy a building
that matches our needs. This would also ensure that the institute will be less
dependent on international grants, since rent is a major cost factor in our
budget. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we were not able to work towards
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Financial Report

GERMANY (PROJECT-E GERMANY E.V.)

A.

Income and Expenditures 2020 (01.01. - 31.12.)

EUR

Grants and Donations

54.954,38

Membership Fees

425,00

Public financial contribution

0,00

Other income

30.000,00

Income from operating activities

85.379,38

Project Expenditures of Ethiopia

-113.449,34

thereof: Reimbursement for Volunteers in Ethiopia

0,00

thereof: Travelling costs to Ethiopia for Management Board

0,00

Administrative Expenses

-15.414,26

Public Relations Expenses

-1.734,40

Other Travelling Expenses

-787,88

Expenditures from operating activities

-131.385,88

(1) Result from operating activities

-46.006,50

Interest income

0,00

Revenues from financial activities

0,00

Transaction costs

-78,14

Interest expenses

0,00

Capital gains taxes incl. the solidarity surcharge

0,00

Expenditures from financial activities

-78,14

(2) Result from financial activities

-78,14

(3) Result from investing activities

0,00

(4) Deficit/Surplus for the year

-46.084,64
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B.

C.

31.12.2020

31.12.2019

Change

EUR

EUR

EUR

FISCAL REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES
according to § 4 Abs. 3 EStG 2016
(01. Jan - 31. Dec) for Germany

Fixed assets

0,00

0,00

0,00

Other travelling expenses

-787,88

Account balance Nr. 6029577900 GLS

18.601,41

64.686,05

-46.084,64

Expenditures for non-material purposes

-131.385,88

Money market account Nr. 1205707-60-db
Deutsche Bank - cancelled on 30.04.2014

0,00

0,00

0,00

(1) Result from non-material purposes

-46.006,50

Current assets

18.601,41

64.686,05

-46.084,64

Interest income

0,00

(1) Assets

18.601,41

64.686,05

-46.084,64

Revenues from financial activities

0,00

(2) Liabilities

0,00

0,00

0,00

Transaction costs

-78,14

(3) Net assets

18.601,41

64.686,05

-46.084,64

Interest expenses

0,00

Capital gains taxes incl. the solidarity surcharge

0,00

Expenditures from financial activities

-78,14

(2) Result from financial activities

-78,14

BALANCE SHEET

FISCAL REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES
according to § 4 Abs. 3 EStG 2016
(01. Jan - 31. Dec) for Germany

EUR

Grants and Donations

54.954,38

(3) Result special purpose enterprise

0,00

Membership fees

425,00

(4) Result from taxable commercial business

0,00

Public financial contribution

0,00

(5) Deficit/Surplus for the year

-46.084,64

Other income

30.000,00

Position of the aid targeted project reserves (§58 Nr. 6 AO)

0,00

Income for non-material purposes

85.379,38

(6) Annual net profit

-46.084,64

Project expenditures for Ethipia

-113.449,34

thereof: Reimbursement for volunteers in Ethiopia

0,00

Reserve of unspent donations
(Appropriated reserve according to §58 Nr. 6 AO)

EUR

thereof: Travelling costs to Ethiopia for Management Board

0,00

Status on 01.01.2016

64.686,05

Administrative expenses

-15.414,26

Contribution/Withdrawal

-46.084,64

Public relations expenses

-1.734,40

Status on 31.12.2016

18.601,41
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AUSTRIA (PROJECT-E – FOR EDUCATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES)

A.

Income and Expenditures 2020 (01.01. - 31.12.)

EUR

Grants and Donations

10.910,01

Membership Fees

0,00

Public financial contribution

57.000,00

Other income

0,00

Income from operating activities

67.910,01

Project Expenditures of Ethiopia

B.

BALANCE SHEET

31.12.2020

31.12.2019

Change

EUR

EUR

EUR

Fixed Assets

0,00

0,00

0,00

Account balance IBAN
AT392011128860909400 Numbers at
Erste Bank of Austrian Sparkasse, Vienna

71.403,37

33.546,47

37.856,90

0,00

Monet market account IBAN
AT122011128860909401

25.605,53

25.597,85

7,68

thereof: Reimbursement for Volunteers in Ethiopia

0,00

Current assets

97.008,90

59.144,32

37.864,58

thereof: Travelling costs to Ethiopia for Management Board

0,00

(1) Assets

97.008,90

59.144,32

37.864,58

Administrative Expenses

-30.000,00

(2) Liabilities

0,00

0,00

0,00

Public Relations Expenses

0,00

(3) Net assets

97.008,90

59.144,32

37.864,58

Other Travelling Expenses

0,00

Expenditures from operating activities

-30.000,00

(1) Result from operating activities

37.910,01

Interest income

2,37

Revenues from financial activities

2,37

Transaction costs

-55,48

Interest expenses

0,00

Capital gains taxes incl. the solidarity surcharge

0,00

Expenditures from financial activities

-55,48

(2) Result from financial activities

-53,11

(3) Result from investing activities

0,00

(4) Deficit/Surplus for the year

37.856,90
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Thank you for reading,
we wish you a great year ahead!

Education Empowers
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